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THE NEXT MEETING WILL BE HELD ON SATURDAY, 29TH MAY, 197b,
AT THE NATIONAL LIBERAL CLUB, 1, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON,
SWIA 21IE, STARTING AT 2.30 P.M. THE SOCIETY WILL BE GIVEN A
DISPLAY BY OUR MEMBER MARCEL STANLEY. F.R.P.S.L •• F.R.P.S.N.Z.
A VERY SPECIAL OCCASION.
l<~rom the announcement in the box above Members wiLt see that we
are to be honoured bya visit from Mareel Charles Stanley - ~hose
name is almost as well knmm in this country as it is in his
native New Zealand. Marcel is visiting this country to sign the
Roll of Distinguished Philatelists and he has a very full diary of
events inclUding a talk to the Royal Philatelic Society of London
and a flying visit to Philadelphia for the Exhibition that is to
be held there this year. In spite of all his heavy duties, Marcel
has agreed to give a display to our Society and the day and time
are shown above. As is well known, Marcel's specialist interest is
in the Chalon Heads of New Zealand and although he has been left
entirely free a~ to what he will show us, a selection will
nevertheless be made from proofs, specimens, re-prints and Chalon
Head Postal History, with selections from the display that was
awarded a Gold Medal at Basle. Marcel says that if time permits
he will talk to us on such subjects as the reasons for the issue
and the production of die and plate proofs. Again, if time permits,
there will be letters written by Chalon, bank note proofs, full
sheets of all values printed in black, micro-photographs of the
original roller and flat dies and much information that will be
given for the first time.
This is obviously a great occasion for the Society and all
Members who can get to London on Saturday, May 29th, should make
a special effort to attend.
NOEL TURNER, PRESIDENT.

Marcel Stanley will be signing the Roll of Distinguished
Philatelists at Congress on Friday, June 4th and our President,
Noel Turner, has been honoured with a request that he should make
the sponsoring speech.
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EDITORIAL.
Only three matters which I have to mention this time. The first
is to repeat that should any Member not receive a particular
issue of the 'Kiwi', would they please contact E.N.Barton, Esq.,
l1a, Haig Avenue, Canford Cliffs, Poole, Dorset, BH13 7AJ.
Secondly, should any member answer any of the advertisements
that appear in the 'Kiwi', your Officers and Committee would be
grateful if you would mention the 'Kiwi' in your letter.
Finally, copy is still required for the, 'Kiwi'. Please see if
you can help your Editor - any contribution gratefully received.
ALLAN P. BERRY
MEMBERSHIP
RESIGNED
J.W.Skilling, 1, Kitchener Terrace, New Plymouth, New Zealand.
NEW MEMBERS. We welcome
K.R.Charnley, 47, Redgate, Ormskirk, Lancashire, L39 3NN.
Miss R.A.Langman, Flat 3, 1, Alexandra Drive, Liverpool,
Merseyside, L17 BTA.
J.W.S.Lithgo, "Fanling", Leven Road, Kennoway, Fife,
Scotland, KYB 5JU.
J.W.Rabarts, 609, Springs Road, Prebbleton, Canterbury,
New Zealand.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
M.J.Cranfield, lRuHsetts", Chipstead Lane, Chipstead.
Sevenoaks" Kent.
(previously of 11, The Old Garden, Chipstead.)
P.A.Dean, 3, Rydens Park, Rydens Road, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey.
(previously of Rhiwbina, Cardiff.)
Alan Jackson, Flat 2, 21, Essex Street, Wellington, 5,
New Zealand.
(previously of st. Kilda, Dunedin, New Zealand.)
Lt.Col. G.C.Monk, R.A., 104, Wood Farm Estate, Malvern Wells,
Worcestershire.
(previously of Germany.)
SOCIETY NEWS
Congratulations to our member, Keith Bennett, who won Class B
(16 - 18 years) of the 1976 Melville Awards with an entry of the
Second Sideface Issue. His entry was awarded a Silver-Bronze Medal.
Congratulations to the following members who gained awards at
stampex 76.
Bronze-Silver Medals .- E.K.Hossell (Q.E.ll Def~nitives)
A.H.Rose (Second Pictorial 2id. Value)
Bronze Medals :A.B.Johnstone (K.G.VI·l/- Value)
P.Marks (1970 - 1975 Pictorials)
Capt. B.J.Pratt (ld. Universal)
J.A.W.Smith (K.G.VI Pence Values)
E.G.Ward (Adson)
Diploma :A.B.Johnstone (Literature)
Our member, Campbell Paterson, expects to be in the United
Kingdom from around Mid-June. Further details may be obtained from
Colin Hamilton, Campbell Paterson Ltd., P.O.Box 17, Woking, Surrey.
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MEETING HELD SATURDAY 27TH MARCH 1976 - THE ANNUAL COMPETITION
John Watts opened the meeting at 2.30 p.m. Two members, A.G.C.
Riley and F.C.Woodruffe, attending their first meeting of the
Society, were made welcome. I was surprise,d there were only two
first attenders. There were even people standing at the back. It
was nice to see Cyril Gilders back with us. He even walked up the
stairs - all one hundred and five of them.
Our Judge for the Competition was introduced by John Watts. lie
was T.Traill, Esq., F.R.P.S.L. Like all those people who have a
lot of knowledge he was put to work immediately, assisted by our
President, Noel Turner.
The majority of the afternoon was spent in general social interchange, ihterspersed with short exhibits of interest. The Editor
showed copies of new New Zealand philatelic publications. They all
looked good value for money and we were warned early orders were
necessary. Keith Bennett showed the Second Sideface exhibit which
won him Class B of the 1976 Melville Awards. A mobile flaw on the
1971 Christmas stamp was shown by Arthur Riley. John Evans
contributed a run of the 3d. Full Face Queen, and John Watts a
quantity of Christchurch Labels. He also showed a singed 1954
Crash Cover. The contents were a Christmas Card in which was
enclosed some tobacco with the rather appropriate comment 'smoke
it when you have read the card'.
The Competition results were as follows :Classic Section
1) J.D.Evans
2) Mrs. R.Gilders
Modern Section 1
1) S.F.Cross-Rudkin
2) A.Rose
Modern Section 2
1) E.K.Hossell
2) J.L.Watts
Postal History
1) J.G.Evans
2) F.C.Woodruffe
The Eric Barton Bowl was awarded to J.W.Smith.
The vote of thanks was proposed by Phil Evans and the Meeting
closed at about half past five.
I.G.FOGG
Following the Meeting Report on page 25 of the last issue of the
'Kiwi', F.W.BENIANS writes as follows :-.
"Actually, the book On which I am engaged is the Egypt Prepaid
Military datestamps of World War 11, and of course the Second
Division's URe of these datestamps forms part of this work. It
will be published by the Forces Postal History Society, of which I
am also a member. I am the sole author.
"I would very much like to study the Military Mail of the New
Zealand Forces but any written matter must come from the pens of
students of the calibre of ~erald Pratt.
"Incidentally, I would be pleased to hear of any data relative
to the use of these E.P.P. datestamps with the New Zealand or any
other forces for my records. Also to join in any study of military
markings that might come about in the future."
THE EXCHANGE PACKET.,
We all tend to have different ideas of what words mean when
applied to objects. This is usual with normal people. Security and
in particular secure packing of the Exchange Pac!cet is my concern.
Below I list the minimum requirements for packing and at the risk

NEW ZEALAND.
1d. on blue paper, 4 large margins and light
pmk. but minute thin on reverse. Cat. £175.
£.100.00
1/- Green on blued paper, 4 large margins, very
s.G.6
neat and clean, no. 10 pmk, nick into 1. margin £ 45.00
S.G.l0
2d. with 4 margins and large pmk. V. small thin £ 15.00
1/- Blue-Green a 3 margined copy, 4th cut into
S.G.17
with very light pmk. clear of head, some minor
faults, but an attractive stamp. Cat. £190
£ 35.00
id. Orange-vermilion on Pelure paper no wmk. A
s.G.81
fine 4 margined imperf. copy which shows little
trace of being repaired. V.F.U. Cat. £300
£ 75.00
S.G.96a The 1863 2d. Blue on soft, no wmk. paper, perf.
13. A little off-centre with 'Otago' cancellation,
a difficult stamp. Cat. £45
£ 28.00
1d.
Carmine-vermilion,
NZ
wmk
with
4
clear
margins
S.G.97
and light pmk. just clear of head. Very fine and
attractive
£ 30.00
S.G.l00
1/- Green, NZ wmk. a fine looking stamp lightly
cancelled by Auckland duplex pmk. clear of head,
4 margins, 1 enourmous showing next stamp. Minor
thin on reverse. Cat. £50
£ jO.OO
£ 5.00
S.G.115 2d. Blue well centred and interesting 0.2 pmk.
£ 15.00
S.G.130 6d. Blue perf. 10 x 12t av. used, off centre.
s.G.185 The difficult 2/- slightly off-centre, good to
£ 20.00
average used
s.G.186 5/- well centred and fine used with portion of
Wellington duplex pmk.
£ 30.00
2d. second sideface with sideways wmk. mint,
no D3K(V) unpriced mint, but priced at $50 used £ 15.00
S.G.402 5/- Mount Cook, Sideways wmk. fine used
£ 12.00
S.G~536/8 Dunedin Exhibition Set (3) very fine U.M.
£ 16.00
S.G.548a 3d. Air perf. 14 x 15 variety, U.M.
£ 10.00
£3 Wiggins Teape Paper, C.P. Cat. Z48b, F.U.
£ 20.00
S.G.763b 2d. surcharge error, U.M.
£ 20.00
S.G.0113 5/- Arms official overprint upright very light
mounted mint - a scarce stamp
.
£ 14.00
£ 4.00
s.G.0167 Q.E.ll 3/- official unmounted mint
s.G.4

Rowland Hill Stamps

Prop: J. A. Stephen

1
SRUCE
ROAD
KIDDERMINSTER
wo ReS.
U.K.
Telephone: Kidderminster 4060

of being pedantic would ask everyone to follow these simple rules.
There is a reason for each of the steps outlined, so please
co-operate.
1) Pack tpe box in strong brown paper.
2) Stick securely the label provided to the paper.
3) Also write the address on the reverse side of the parcel.
4) Tie securely with strong string.
5) Stick the postage stamps to the parcel in such away that
they tie the addressed label to the brown paper - that is,
so they overlap.
If you wish to, ALSO use sellotape. The above is the minimum.
I. G. FOGG
REVIEWS.
New Zealand Postal Stationery Catalogue, Part 1 - Postcards,
by R.D.Samuel. PUblished by the Christchurch (N.Z.) Philatelic
Society Inc., P.O.Box 29, Christchurch, New Zealand. Available
from their PUblications Manager, price $3.25, surface post paid.
As 1976 is the Centennial year of the introduction of the New
Zealand Postal Stationery Postcard, it could not be a more
appropriate year in which to pUblish this catalogue.
R.D.Samuel and the Christchurch (N.Z.) Philatelic Society Inc.
are to be congratulated on collating such a comprehensive listing
and detailed study of the various Postcards - Ordinary, Printed
Matter, Miscellaneous, Reply, Private and Dept. of Education.
I particularly like the way it is set out, listing in detail
all the various types of card, with illustrations and additional
informative notes.
The Editor states that the prices both mint and used are not
current dealers' prices, but his own observations on the New
Zealand Philatelic Market in recent years. United Kingdom prices
are higher.
A small printers error has crept in on page 66, where item X17a
should have been X13a~ following on from page 65.
I understand that this is the first of a series of Postal
Stationery Catalogues. If those to come are of the same high
quality, I await them with great eagerness.
GEORGEPHILLIPS
Chatham Isle. Mails, by R.M.Startup, puolished by the Postal
History Society of New Zealand, P.O.Box 25-105~ St. Heliers,
Auckland 5, New Zealand. Price $1.50 to members of the Postal
History Society of New Zealand, $2.25 to others.
This is the second of a series of District Postal Histories to
be puolished oy the Postal History Society of New Zealand. It is
produced in the same format as its companion book, Through Gorge
and Valley, and is well up to the usual high standard we have come
to expect of the books so pUblished.
The involved and complex history of the Chatham Islands is
traced from the time of settlement by the Moriori to the present
day. We can read of the activities of the Missionaries, Sealers,
and European Settlers, the captiVity and escape of Te Kooti, and
the siezure of one of the supply vessels by a German Raider in
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the last war.
Besides being a valuable contribution to New Zealand Postal
History, this book is more, being a contribution to the history of
New Zealand. It is small wonder that a high proportion of the
numbers printed have been sold to the residents of the Islands. It
can be thoroughly recommended.
ALLAN P. BERRY
From Laurie Franks Ltd. Postal Auction for February 3rd, 1976.
Certain items were offered for sale in this Postal Auction, with
a note that these items had not been seen oy them before. Since
they are of interest to collectors of New Zealand material, they
are listed here, in the hope that some reader may be able to give
more details of the items concerned.
New Zealand Military Postal History - Boer War.
Comp1emorative Cover posted at Wellington, New Zealand, on
21st October, 1949 - the 50th AnniY~I:'sary Q_f the departure. of the
First Contingent, New Zealand Volunteers, 21st October, 1899.
New Zealand Military Postal History - First World War.
Trentham Military Camp cover with red "Camp Commandants Office"
c.d.s. dated 28/2/18.
New Zealand Y.M.C.A. Post Card with special 1917 Christmas
Greetings printed in three colours on the back, "From the N.Z.
Division in France", N.Z. Army crest. Cancelled with indistinct
F.P.O. marking.
NEW ZEALAND'S FIRST PICTORIAL STAMP?
We talk glibly about the "first pictorial" set of 1898 but I
wonder how many members have spotted an earlier pictorial stamp
of New Zealand.
Have a look at the 2id. blue, Second Sideface issue of 1891,
S.G.190. In the top corners are depicted tiny seascapes with
steamers.
T.HETHERINGTON
POSTAGE RATES.
,
New Zealand Postage Rates jumped upward on 1st February, 1976,
after stability for 5 years. Members may like to see a summary of
the changes in the principal rates since these were last tabulated
in the 'Kiwi' for March, 1965, Volume XIV, No. 2.
LETTERS LETTERS POST NEWSPAPER REGN. AIRMAIL A.L.C.
INLAND
U.K.
CARD
FEE
U.K.
U.K.
1. 4.67
10.7.67
1.1.68
15.2.71
1. to. 71
1. 2.76

4d.
3c.
3c.
4c.
4c.

Bc.

4d.
3c.
3c.
4c.
4c.
14c.

3d.
2i c •
2 c.
3c.
3c.
7c.

3d.
2i c •
2 c.
3c.
3c.
7c.

1/6d.
15c.
15c.
18c.
18c.
30c.

2/3d.
22c.

2Bc.
2Bc.

23c.
30c.

G.E.C.PRATT
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9d.

Bc.
10c.
10c.
10c.
18c.

NEW ZEALAND

and
DEPENDENCIES

For almost 25 years we have been specialist dealers in the
stamps of this group and feel confident that we can assist
most collectors interested in the Stamps and Postal History
from the earliest times to the end of the reign of King
George V. Wants Lists are welcome and will receive prompt
attention.
We have a comprehensive stock of New Zealand Postal History
including Pre-adhesive and Stampless covers, Boer War and
World War 1 items, R.T.P.O.'s, etc. Advise us or your
interests.
THE PACIFIC STAMP JOURNAL published continuously since 1953,
will keep you in touch with philatelic and postal history
matters pertaining to New Zealand and its Dependencies to
the en~ of GeorgeV's reign. A specimen copy will gladly
be sent by air. (20p in Mint stamps to help defray costs
would be appreciated).

JOHN J.,BISHOP LTD.
P.O. BOX 25-086

AUCKLAND 5

NEW ZEALAND

JAMES COOK'S FIRST VOYAGE - CIRCUMNAVIGATION OF NEW ZEALAND.
James Cook sailed from England on 25th August, 1768. His first
task was to observe the predicted Transit of Venus from a post set
up at Matavai Bay, Tahiti, then known as Georges Island. This
event is commemorated by the 4 cent value of the 1969 Cook
Bicentennial set. Two of the other stamps in this set show Joseph
Banks and Daniel Solander, eminent men who accompanied Cook as
part of the scientific team. Banks actually paid to be on the
expedition.
After carrying out the observation Cook, actin.g on his "secret"
instructions, sailed for latitude 40 degrees south and then
turned west to find the land found by Tasman over a century
before. The 1940 Centennial set 2d. stamp bears a picture of
Tasman, his ship and a reproduction of his chart of part of the
New Zealand coast. This map shows a large bay. It was, in fact,
the entrance to Cook Strait.
James Cook sighted New Zealand on October 7th, 1769, at the
point he named Young Nick's Head in honour of the boy who first
sighted land. He sailed into the bay which he first named
Endeavour Bay after his ship. However, on leaving the bay, being
somewhat disenchanted with the area, he named it Poverty Bay.
On October 9th, Cook took a boatload of men ashore. The party
landed on the east bank of the river Waipoua at a place the Maoris
call Turanga-nui. About 300 yards away, on the other side of the
river, they saw a group of huts with natives, watching, between
them. So Copk crossed the river with a small party of men to
establish contact. Unfortunately, things didn't go as he hoped,
and after one Maori had been shot dead, they returned to the ship.
The following day he tried again. This time, thanks to the
presence of Tupia, a native interpreter picked up at Tahiti,
contact was made. But, again, things went wrong and another Maori
was killed when he tried to steal a sword.
That afternoon, while out in a boat, Cook was attacked while
trying to befriend natives in two canoes. Four more were killed.
The following day the bark "Endeavour" left Poverty Bay.
Coolc's landing at Poverty Bay is depicted on two stamps, the 2/1935 - 1947 Pictorial, and the 3d. 1906 Chriitchurch Exhibition
stamp. Both stamps quote the wrong date of landing, giving it as
8th October, 1769, when in fact it was the 9th. The 8th was a
Sunday, though we don't know if that was the reason for the one
day delay.
The Christchurch ~tamp is a total absurdity. It shows Cook
shaking hands with a Maori as well as having the wrong date. The
above notes tell the real story.
After leaving Poverty Bay, he sailed along the coast of Hawkes
Bay on the southern side of which, on October 15th, a party of 22
armed Maoris came alongside in a canoe. One of them welched on an
exchange, refusing to hand over his cloak after accepting a piece
of red cloth, and the canoe made off. It returned after a while,
and the occupants then seized Tai-ata, Tupia's boy, who was
bartering fish with another canoe. Cook ordered his marines to
fire and two or three of the Maoria were killed with Tai-ata
escaping in the confusion. Thus Cape Kidnappers got its name, and
it is depicted, though not very well, on the 3d. value of the 1958
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Requirement No.1 for every serious collector of N.2. The
standard reference work on all N.Z. issues 1855 to date.
Loose-leaf format allows the Cat~logue (once purchased)
to be kept right up to date at modest cost by means of
annual Supplement Sheets.

Price £12.85
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*Bulletin and Newsletter monthly
Together providing a unique combination of News, Comment
Articles of information and lasting interest, and a
range of unusual offers of material.
Ask for specimen copies and a subscription form.

*The C.P. new varieties service
A new·-issue service with a difference, tailored to suit
individual requirements.
We don't dictate what is to
be supplied - YOU do.
Further details gladly sent on request.

* Unrivalled stocks of material
Wants lists welcomed.
If we don't have what you want
(and cannot obtain it through our New Zealand branch),
we'll make a note to offer it to you when available.
NoB. We are represented at most N.Z. S.G.B. meetings,
and always welcome the opportunity of meeting
old and new friends.
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Hawkes Bay commemorative set.
The "Endeavour" continued south as far as Cape Turnagain, and
then Cook reversed his course and sailed back up the coast. He
stopped for a while in Tolaga Bay, and by the end of October had
reached the Bay of Plenty. They were visited here by a large canoe
\~hich carried b .. -ice as many men as the "Endeavour". In the Bay of
Plenty they found White Island, which is admirably shown on the
18 cent value of the 1974 Off Shore Islands scenic set.
On 2 l1th November, Cook discovered Great Barl'ier Island, dcpic ted
on the 6 cent stamp of the Off Shore Islands scenic set.
Next, they anchored in Mercury Bay where the Transit of Mercury
was observed. They then continued northwards until, on November
27th, the "Endeavour" entered the Bay of Islands, which Cook
observed to have a large Maori population, reckoning that in the
course of a day he had four to five hundred natives alongside and
on board. The Bay of Islands is depicted on the 1969 Sesquicentennial set. Another stamp with relevance is the 8 cent Marion
du Fresne issue. MArion du Fresne landed at the Bay of Islands in
March 1772 and claimed the country as French territory, naming it
Austral-France. Du Fresne was later killed by Maoris.
Round Cape Maria Van Dieman they sailed and on 13th January,
1770, Mount Egmont was sighted, nicely pictured on the 23 cent
1970 definitive stamp.
Next day, the "Endeavour" entered Cook Strait and proved
Tasman's map to be wrong. Finally, on 15th January, anchor was
dropped in Ship Cove, Queen Charlotte Sound. Ship Cove became an
important base for Cook on his second and third voyages. H~re, the
"Endeavour" was careened while Cook went "botanising" with :8anks
and Solander.
The Marlborough Centennial set of 1959 depicts the careening of
the ~Endeavour" on the 2d. value. Also, in our collection, we have
a commemorative cover, cancelled with the 1940 Exhibition handstamp and bearing a picture of Cook's statue and the legend
"Captain Cook's Memorial, Ship Cove, ,Queen Charlotte Sound, South
Island, N.Z.". Unfortunately, the adhesive stamps are the id.
Maoris and the tide Monarchs froOl the Centennial set. The id. Cook
stamp of the set would have been more fitting.
The "Endeavour" left Ship Cove on the afternoon of February 6th,
1770. About 7 p.m. that day it was then anchored to avoid being
smashed against the rocks which Cook named "The Brothers", depicted
on the 23 cent Off Shore Islands scenic set and the 1947 6d.
Government Life Insurance Office issue.
Continuing south, following the east coast of South Island, Cook
passed the entrance to Wellington Harbour, which he couldn't see.
Off Cape Campbell - 1963 2!d. Government Life Insurance Office he turned north to settle the doubts of his officers by proving
that North Island was, in fact, an island. On the way, he passed
Cape Palliser which is seen on the 1947 Government Life Insurance
Office 2d. value. When Cape Turnagain was sighted for the second
time he called his officers on deck and asked them if they were
now satisfied. Then he turned south again.
Past Bank's PeninSUla, which he took to be an island, and
onwards he went until Stewart Island was reached. He:re, Cook made
hi~ second sizable mistake by showing the island as a peninSUla on
his charts. This can perhaps be excused, as he was rather wary of
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A selection of items from our Monthly List - please ask for a copy
if you are a serious collector of New Zealand.
ld. Orange Vermilion SG33 - a good 3 margin copy cancelled with
tho 5 OTAHUHU A canceller in oval frame
£25.00
td. SG35, the deop carmine vermilion shade, an' attractive mint
oxnmple with Inrge part original gUIn, three good margins but
cut into on the fourth. Cat. £40.00
£28.00
2d. Blue SG39 - a three margined example with the scarce
Manuscript cancellation of "HURUNUI" , rare
£25.00
6d. Dull Chocolate Brown Reprint CP A5n(w), a fine example £ 9.00
6d. N.Z. Watermark SG99, a very fine 3 margin copy with light
cancellation only just touched on 4th side. Cat. £100.00
£45.00
Small Piece bearing 3d. SGl17 and 6d. SG122 each cancelled with
the Wellington duplex of MAY 1868, very attractive
£10.00
4d. rose - an attractive lightly cancelled copy of fresh
colour, tiny small filled thin on reverse
£15.00
2d. Orange SG133 - a rare copy cancelled with the manuscript
cancellation of "OROUA" dated 24.2.73, unrecorded in Vol. 111
of the R.P.S. Handbook. Almost indubitably genuine, the date
being within the brief 5 year first opening period of the post
office. The stamp has some defects.
£65.00
5d. Sepia London Print SG261 superb fresh mint
5/- Local Print SG290 - an attractive fresh mint copy
centred to lower left

£ 5.25
£12.00

ld. Universal London Print SG313 - a superb mint horizontal
block of eight (4 x 2) unchecked for re-entry
£12.00
lid. George V 2 Perf. Block of six on pictorial paper,
fresh and attractive. (SG497b)
£ 5.50
George V ld. Admiral Colour Trials - the complete set of 5 in
unmounted mint superb, blocks of four CP K15c shades 1 - 5. On
Cowan Chalky Paper surfaced on the wrong side with watermark
reversed
£120.00
Smiling Boys SG546/7 - a fine looking mint pair the id. value
being regrettably thinned under the hinge
£25.00
as above, but used and sound, the ld. value a little heavy,
the 2d. value superb
£27.50
7d. Trans Tasman Airmail SG554 - an unmounted mint block of
four, getting scarce
£14.00
id.
Row
Row
5d.

SG577 - a mint block of six showing the Clematis Flaw on
8/1 and flaw in value tablet at Row 8/" some creasing in
9 both variety stamps fine mint. Cat. C.P. $14
£
Swordfish SG584 - a fine mint single with plate number £

Q.E.ll 1/- Die 2 SG732a - u/m £22.50, m/m £20.00, fine used £
1960 Pictorial 2!d. SG784 - a fine mint block of four with
shift of all colours, the so called "fruit salad" variety
£10.00
3/- SG799 - unmounted mint with sideways inverted watermark £10.00
8d. Perf.

13! SG092a - u/m t:llock of four, faint creasing

Terms :- Cash with Order, Postage Extra.
J.M.A.GREGSON, P.T.S., 46, COTHAM HILL, BRISTOL, Bs6 6LA
Tel. Bristol 32953 STD 0272

£ 3.00

the rocks that he named "The Traps".
Tqe Straits he missed, nbw known as Foveaux Strait, and depicted
on fhe 1956 Southland centennial 2d. value. Ste~art Island itself
is shown on the 8 cent value of the Off Shore Islands scenic set.
Joseph Banks' diary for March 10th says "Blew fresh al.l day; we
were carried around the point, to the total destruction of our
aerial fabric called continent". He was referring, of course, to
the "Theory of Equilibrium" held by many eminent geographers,
including England's Alexander Dalrymple, to prove the existence of
a vast southern continent which balanced the land masses of the
northern hemisphere. Otherwise, they said, the world would be top
heavy and would turn upside downl
From there, the "Endeavour" made good time. Passing on the way
such places as Dusky Bay and Doubtful Sound, Stephens Island was
eventually sighted - 1947 4d. Government Life Insurance Issue and soon afterwards, on March 27th, 1770, Cook anchored close to
Tasman's old anchorage.
On 31st March, after replenishing stores, the "Endeavour" headed
for Australia.
James Cook had charted the whole of the New Zealand coastline.
That which he missed would be filled in the next time round, but
his work brought the comr;;ent from Admiral Wharton that "never has
a coastline been so well laid down by a first explorer".
Two stamps depict his charts of New Zealand - the id. 1940
Centennial issue, and the 28 cent value of the Cook Bicentennial
issue.
This article is only part of the philatelic story of New Zealand
and Captain Cook, Which, in turn, is only part of the philatelic
story of Captain Cook. We hope, eventually, to produce a complete
check list of philatelic material related to the story of Jame~
Cook, but we are having some difficulty in obtaining certain
material, particularly special handstamps. We(understand there may
have been a number in New Zealand during 1969, but we have totally
failed to obtain examples. If anyone has news of, or specimens of,
anything that we may need, we would be pleased to hear from them.
GRAHAM RIPPON AND RICHARD HINDLE
CHALON HEAD -

1871 Id. RED-BROWN, IRREGULAR COMPOUND PERF.

A brief note concerning this stamp was published on page 20 of
Volume XXV of the 'Kiwi'. The stamp reported was irregular
compound perf. 10 x 12t x 10 x 10. Certain comments concerning
this stamp have been sent to the Editor, and are given below.
A.B.JOHNSTONE writes as follows :I have two copies which may help to throw light on the question.
Id. Reddish-brown, slight plate wear, perf. 12} left side only.
A fine full margined copy, 24 mms wide. This stamp shows the Row 5,
stamp 8 re-entry. Possibly perf. 10, reperfed. 12t One side.
Id. Brown, extended plate wear, perf. 12t right side only. A
narrow copy, 19.5 mms wide. Possibly perf. 10 x 12f, re-perfed.
10 on one side.
In the reddish brown shade it may well be a matter of conjecture
whether any stamp perf. 10 on three sides and perf. 12t on the
fourth was originaaly a perf. 10 or a perf. 10 x 12t copy,
depending upon which line head was used to supply the missing
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perforations.
DR. K.J.McNAUGHT writes as follows :The Id. brown irregular compound occurs with perf. 10 on three
sides, and 12t on the fourth, or perf. 12t on three sides and 10
on the fourth. I have both varieties, and have, seen several others.
A very interesting item I was shown about thirty years ago was a
pair perf. 10 all round and' 12t between.
In the case of the 2d. and 6d. values, I recall seeing irregular
com~oundsonly with perf.
10 on one side.
CAMPBELL PATERSON writes as follows :I may be able to assist, though what I say must of necessity be
con-j ec tural.
It is a well known fact that in the late Full Faces and First
Sidefaces "irregular compound" perforations are relatively common.
Since true "mixed" perfs. of' the type later to be common in the
Id. Universal and td. Mount Cook do not exist - or only very rarely
indeed - we are forced to the conclusion that for reasons unknown
it was quite common useage around 1870 to 1875 to change from use
of (say)-the '12f' machine to the '10' machine, not only using
one perf. horizontally and the other vertically, as in a normal
'compound', but actually to switch from one perf. to the other
while perforating in one direction - that is to say, in the
completed sheet one might f'ind one or more lines perf. 10
horizontally, while the main body of the sheet was perf'. 12t
horizontally.
This practice is hard to understand or to explain yet it
certainly occurred. In the 6d. blue Full Face Queen "perf'. 10 x
12l" i t is almost more common to find only one side perf. 10
than'to find two sides thus.
So in the case of the 'Kiwi' query regarding a stamp perf. 10
x 12t x 10 x 10, I submit that the sheet was possibly mainly per£'.
10 x 12t but one vertical row at least was in the '10'guage. This
would result in one vertical column of stamps in the form of the
one queried.
MARC EL STANLEY writes as follows :Such varieties in the Id. value are well known' and recorded.
They are listed in some catalogues but not always obvious or
explicit.
For example, the perf. description "compounds of 10 and 12t"
could be taken to include both regular and irregular compounds
such as 10 x 12t, 12f x 10, (regUlar) or 10 x 10 x 12t x 10, or
10 x 12t x 12t x 12f, etc. (irregular). However, the description
10 x 12t should mean only one thing. Likewise 12t x 10.
The variety referred to on page 20 is usually described as
"irregular compound perf'. 10 and 12t", this description covering
the several combinations of perf. in ~hich these stamps are found.
Without going into the question as to how and why these
varieties came about, a few brief notes on the perforations of the
Id. value and the 2d. and 6d. may be of interest as they are
relevant.
In the Id. value, perf. 10 may be f'ound either vertically and
horizontally on its own or in regular or irregular compound with
pert'. 12t.
Stamps perf. 12t and 10 x 12t are commonest. Perf. 10 are next,
with the irregular compounds being quite scarce, the variety perf.
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12i x 10 being a rarity (only three recorded)·.
The two most frequently found groups of irregular compounds are
1) Perf. 10 one horizontal side, perr. 12i on the others •
. 2) Perf. 121 one vertical side,perf. 10 on.the others.
Other c6mbinations such as 10 x 10 x 121 x 12i are rare.
The 2d. value is commonestperf. 12i, followed by perf. 10 x 12i.
It is interesting to note that the irregular compound varieties of
this value are recorded only with perf. 10 on one horizontal side,
12i on the others. These are scarce.
The 2d. with vertical perfs. 10 or 10 all round are recorded,
but copies seen are doubtful.
The6d. value is commonest perf. 12t. This stamp is unusual in
that those perf. 10 x 12t and those perf. irregular compounds of
10 and 12i with perf. 10 on one horizontal side only are equally
scarce. This value is also recorded with parfs. 10 vertically.
Forged perfs. 10 are often met with in this value.
In addition to all of the above, the three values exist with
double perfs. either in 10 or 12f, horizontally or vertically.
There are also mixed perfs. - that is - two rows of different
perfs., one alongside the other. These have only been seen
horizontally, and they are rare.
The perfs. on stamps from this group are always worth examining
for any of the above varieties.
EDITOR'S NOTE - I am extremely grateful to these members for
taking the trouble to write to me. The letters are reprinted as
received by me. For a fuller discussion of mixed and irregular
compound perforations, I would refer readers to an article by our
member Colin Hamilton, published in Campbell Paterson's New
Zealand Bulletin, Volume XIII, number 7, February, 1976.
NEW ZEALAND - AND POSTAL HISTORY
Like most other parts of the world, interest in Postal History
in New Zealand continues to grow rapidly, as do prices of good
materiall The major problem in studying Postal History, however,
is·the almost complete lack of official archives which were badly
depleted by fires in 1887 and 1961. Despite this, research and
collation of information has steadily deepened our knowledge,
particularly over 1975. During this period, Dr. Ken McNaught has
been coliecting details on early postal markings for Volume VI of
tIle Postage Stamps of New Zealand. Several research projects are
nearin.g completion, while I have now :finished the detailed
checking of the revised "New Zealand Post Offices" handbook.
It ,is now fairly clear that around 1860-62 datestamps were
issu~d in various areas, such as those with provincial names
around foot, the letter/number datestamps in Wellington, Nelson,
Lyttelton, and Southland districts, and the Province of Aucklan.d
~eries. Obliterators were also issued in groups but apart from
Auckland province, they do not appear to have been issued
consistently. The lists of numbers in Volume III of the Postage
Stamps of New Zealand are mainly lists of sealing stamps and
should not be confused with obliterators. Thus, in most districts,
datestamps and/or obliterators ended up in regular use at offices
responsible for circulating mail around a geographical area.
We have confirmed our theory that from the late 1860's through
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to 1887 that datestamps - of the well known coin type - were
i~sued to offices only when they were given Money Order facilities.
However, there are a few puzzling exceptions to this "rule", such
as Saltwater Creek in Canterbury. A number of offices on the line
of railway south from Napier also had early datestamps but these
seem to have been railway construction camps and restricted money
order facilities may have been available.
Nearly all offices without postal datestamps were issued with
coin datestamps in September 1887 but new offices opening
subsequently did not always, receive a datestamp promptly. One
point stands out from this is that there were quite a number of
offices open prior to 1887 without datestamps, and these could
have used manuscript cancellations. Those pen marks on Chalon Head
and First Sideface stamps now become of quite some importancel
Earlier in 1975 there was discussion in 'Kiwi' on the use of
datestamps in the 1890's after offices changed their name. For
example, although Parua officially became Parua Bay in 1888, the
datestamp was not changed until 1900. From the high proportion of
such delayed changes it is now clear that in those days the Post
Office did not ,attach the same importance of changing everything
on a name change, as they do today. Early names were changed when
telegraph or money order facilit~es were added to a post office,
and the main importance seems to have been to have the correct
name to address or direct material to an office. This slowness in
changing datestamps has given us one or two cases where an office
changed a name a second time but no datestamp was used under the
first changed name!
'
We are also now getting a far better knowledge of what type of
postaldatestamp was used where. Ross Craddock is well advanced
wi th a detailed study of coin type date stamps. Mrs.. Pat Capill has
revised the squared circle handbook, while Dr. 'A.R.Marshall is
listing English, single, and concentric circle types. With more
modern areas Alan Jackson is listing all relief datestamps while
my own postal slogans handbook is now two-thirds published.
There have been more than a few enquiries for the handbook "New
Zealand Post Offices" issued by the Postal History Society. We had
hoped to have this published by late 1975, but it may be some time
in the first half of 1976 before it appears. The book lists every
post office known to have been opened in New Zealand, with dates
opened, closed, or changed name, location, meaning of name in some
instances, and cross-referenced to changes in name or alternative
names. The book should run to nearly 200 pages, and as can be
imagined, the preparation and checking of the manuscript alone has
involved much careful detailed work.
The handbook "Through Gorge and Valley" on the postal history of
the NelRon postal district proved very successful, and the reprint
is also out of print. The second in this series, Chatham Islands,
should be published early 1976, while some collectors are working
on a number of other areas of New Zealand that should lead to
in£ormative handbooks.
But, despite this wealth of information and research being undertaken and published, there are still many, many areas with New
Zealand postal markings unexplored, and even the newest collector
can turn up something completely new.
R.M.STARTUP
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"AIRMAILS ACROSS THE TASMAN"
(3) THE 1933 'PROVING' FLIGHTS BY KINGSFORD SMITH.
The 1931 successful solo flights by Menzies and Chichester were
remarkable achievements but neither furthered the cause of those
trying to interest the New Zealand and Australian governments in
the formation of a tranS-Tasman air service. Menzies had crashed
on arrival in New Zealand and Francis Chichester had taken ten
weeks to achieve a crossing in his seaplane "Madame Elijah". The
transportation of mails by ship was admittedly slow but at least
it was safe and afforded a regular and reliable means of
communication.
One of the men badgering the Commonwealth and Dominion governn,ents was the newly knighted Sir Charles Kingsford Smith. He and
C.T.P.Ulm after the 192B Tasman Sea crossings formed their own
airline in Australia, operating scheduled services with Avro Ten
airliners between the main capitals of the Eastern States. The
loss of two aircraft during 1931 precipitated its financial
decline and by late 1932 Kingsford Smith was forced to embark on
a series of "barnstorming" tours with the "Southern Cross" to earn
a liVing. Two lengthy tours within Australia proved highly
successful and at the end of the year plans were made to visit New
Zealand. Approaches were therefore made to the postal authorities
of both countries for permission to carry an official airmail as
it was intended that two Tasman Sea crossings would be made in the
"Southern Cross".
Plans were fairly well advanced before "Smithy" learned that
under no circumstances would the carriage of an offic~al mail be
sanctioned. The postal officials were adamant that more proving
flights must be made before any mail could be entrusted to an
aeroplane. Nothing daunted "Smithy" quietly went ahead with his
arrangements confident the impending tour would still be a
financial success despite the vote of no-confidence by the Post
Office. The Tasman Sea flights would now be proving ones and if
successful should prove useful in further approaches to the postal
authorities.
The fifth Tasman Sea flight and third by Kingsford Smith in the
"Southern CraBS" (now registered VH-USU) was scheduled for 11th
January, 1933, and a l.arge crowd gathered at Gerrigong Beach, 60
miles South of Sydney, to welcome the "Cross" as it landed there
at 2.00 p.m. On tbe 10th. With "Smithy" were P.G.Taylor, signed on
as Navigator for the flight, John Stannage, the radio operator,
and two passengers, Jack Percival, a newspaper journalist, and
Stanley E. Neilson, the President of the New Plymouth Aero Club,
and the Aero Clubs of New Zealand.
Newsreel cameramen recorded the moment of departure and some
very striking pictures of the "Cross" were taken as it swept along
the beach to take-off at 2.50 a.m. aided by the lights of many
brightly burning flares. History was about to be made, as, in
addition to carrying the first passengers over the Tasman, the
"Cross" also had on board some new radio equipment with which the
crew hoped to maintain voice contact with both Australia and New
Zealand. The first time this would be achieved over such a large
sea or ocean.
600 gallons of fuel and 33 gallons of oil were taken aboard for
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the flight which "Smithy" anticipated would take 14 hours - in
it was accomplished in 14 hours and 10 minutes, the plane
landing at Bell Block aerodrome, New Plymouth, in the evening at
7.00 p.m. Reports said that the flight was a "walkover" but P.G.
Taylor in his book "Pacific Flight" acknowledges he had many
anxious moments on this flight, his first as navigator.
Unbelieveable cross-winds meant he had to lay a course to the
Nprth of the North Island to ensure arrival in the middle of the
Dominion. If he badly overestimated the w'ind strength there was a
strong possibility the plane might overfly the narrow section of
the North Island in thick cloud and pass into oblivion. Poor radio
reception had put the lives of all in his hands - equally an
underestimate held similar dangers to the South. The backslapping
and relief when the crew saw Mount Egmont, was, to "say the least,
a very big moment for the new navigator.
f~ct

A total of 14 (7) or about 20 letters only were carried on this
flight together with several copies of the film flAir Mail" by
Columbia Pictures Inc. It is believed the majority of the
envelopes were signed by everybody aboard the aircraft. These
interesting souvenirs of the flight bear a variety of cancellations, some having been posted at Gerrigong (10JA33), a few at
Sydney in a City Box (9 Jan 1933) and about 10 at Gisborne
(19 JAN 33), the fourth stop on the "barnstorming" tour. ld. N.Z.
stamps were put on most of the covers which apart from examples
from Gisborne were either posted at New Plymouth or Wellington on
the 13th January.
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There are other collectable items that can be associated with
this flight. Some individuals, ignorant of the embargo on an
official mail, posted letters in Sydney destined for carriage on
the Tasman flight. These letters were returned to the senders with
an explanatory cachet impressed in black "AIR SERVICE NOT
AVAILABLE".
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Takings were qUite good on the tour,about two thousand pounds
being taken in the first four days. The normal charge for a flight
of 12 minutes in the "Southern Cross" was one pound. Addi tiona11y,
there was even a charge for looking at the "Cross" - "Smithy" wal'$
not too happy with this but concurred when informed that tldA foe
went towards defraying the costs of improving the airfields in the
Dominion. There were now 27 capable of taking the 'Old Bus' as
compared with only 3 during 1928. A second visit to Auckland at
the latter part of March brought the tour to a close by which time
an enthusiastic public had paid to "Smithy" and his associates an
estimated £20,000, - excellent resultsl Now it was time to go home.
The return journey to Australia was made from Hukatere, Ninety
Mile Beach, on the 26th March, 1933. "Smithy" again had P.G.Taylor
as co-pilot and navigator, with John Stannage on the radio, and in
addition also carried J.T.Pethybridge (a flight engineer) and a
passenger named Mackay.
Take-off was at 5.35 a.m. and the crew had a narrow escape as
the plane's wing all but dipped into the sea as it strayed
slightly off its runway of hard sand - a flarepath had not been
thought necessaryl A slight following wind pushed up the speed and
the aircraft averaged 103 m.p.h. for the crossing which was
completed when the "Cross" rolled to a stop at Mascot aerodrome at
5.10 p.m. local ti~e. The time taken was 13 hours and 10 minutes,
by far the fastest Tasm~n crossing, in marked contrast to the day
long struggle East-West journey of 1928. A crowd of 15,000 gave
"Smithy" and his crew a warm and enthusiastic welcome.
; I
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A• small mail of approximately 40 letters was carried on this
flight. According to the A.S.M. and the Australian Air Mail
Catalogue by H.N.Eustis 30 were posted at Waipapakauri and the
remainder at Rawene - all being postmarked on the 25th March, 1933.
I am able to give a little more information. The aviators stayed
at the Waipapakauri Commercial Hotel prior to the flight and
several of'the letters posted at the village store-cum-post office
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are contained in stationery envelopes bearing the name of the
hotel in red. Two of the Rawene envelopes are known with a red and
violet cachet "FIRST AIR MAIL/HUKATERE, NEW ZEALAND/to/SYDN:EY,
AUSTRALIA/carried by/SOUTHERN CROSS/March 26th, 1933/Pilot: Sir
Charles Kingsford Smith" in eight lines within a rectangular frame
01 three lines. No doubt this cachet was also applied to some of
the Waipapakauri mail.
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The majority of the mail seems to have been signed by Kingsford
Smith only, although a few do exist signed by the whole crew. The
passenger Mackay referred to in L.Jillet's book "Wings Across the
Tasman" is a bit of a mystery. No mention is made of his job and
no reason given for him being aboard.
A.G.MATHIESON
KING GEORGEV DEFINITIVES,

1915 -

1935

In this article art attempt is made to explain the fascinating
way'in which different values of this issue were introduced. The
pure philatelic features, such as plate flaws, paper and
perforation changes, are ignored.
The stamps were designed by H. Linley Richardson of Wellington.
The plates were made by Perkins Bacon & Co. of London, and the
stamps were printed by the Government Printer, Wellington .. They
were placed on sale on 30th July, 1915 .. The original issue
consisted of the folloWing values ;id. Green, 1-!d. Grey, 2d. Violet, 2-!d .. Deep Blue, 3d .. Chocolate,
4d .. Yellow, 4!d .. Deep Green, 6d .. Carmine, 7!d .. Red Brown,
9d .. Sage Green, and 1/- Vermilion.
Perkins Bacon & Co were instructed to prepare a surface-print~ng
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plate for the id. value, and recess printing plates for the higher
values.
On 24th September, 1915, the id. Green was also issued overprinted "War Tax", as the Government levied a id. impost on each
article posted, except newspaper wrappers and packets to which
Postal Union rates applied, due to the cost of the war.
In 1915, a new Finance Act required that a 2d. receipt be issued
for values over £2. This caused a problem, as the 2d. Violet was
found unsuitable for ink cancellations. It was therefore decided
to change over the 2d. Violet and the 4d. Yellow colours. The 2d.
Yellow was issued on 15th January, 1916, and the 4d. Violet on
1st April, 1916. The old colours were withdrawn from stock and
destroyed.
As the Government Printer was finding it di,fficul t to cope with
the increased demand for the lid. and 2d. values using the recess
printing method, Mr. W.R.Bock of Wellington was asked to make a
plate similar to that used to produce the id. Green, but for the
lid. value. Stamps printed from this plate were issued in April,
1916, in black and grey black.
This plate proved unsatisfactory, as the workmanship was not up
to the Perkins Bacon & Co. standard. Perkins Bacon & Co. were
asked to supply new plates for surface printing the lid, and 2d.
values. These arrived from London, and stamps printed from them
were issued in September, 1916. The Bock plate was withdrawn.
The easiest way of identifying different printings of the lid.
value is by the lines of shading on the King's face and neck :a) Recess printed
Lines run diagonally from left to right.
b) Bock plate
Lines still diagonal, but the background
is solid with diamond shaped squares and
the King's portrait is poorly copied.
c) Surface printed Lines horizontal, solid background, with
traces of the diamond design.
The lid. shade was now almost black, therefore it was not easy
to see if the stamp had been cancelled, especially if it had
received a light cancellation. Consequently, some stamps were reused by the Public. To avoid this, the colour ,~as changed to
Orange Brown in September, 1918.
The 3d. recess printing plate was now showing signs of wear,
particularly above the words "POSTAGE & REVENUE". They were
therefore re-issued from a surface printing plate in May, 1919.
Up to now, it was not thought necessary to produce an Bd. value,
as the King Edward VII stamp of this value was still available.
Hut with the increase in the postage rates in 1920, the 7td. value
was of little use. The Bd. value was produced from a recess
printing plate, and issued on 19th April, 1921, in indigo blue.
Stocks of the 7id. value were exhausted in February, 1922. To
avoid confusion between the Bd. and 2!d. values, it was decided to
change the colours between the Bd. value, and the now defunct 7id.
red brown. Stamps in the new colour were placed on sale in March,
1922.
As with the Bd. King Edward VII value, the 5d. King Edward VII
was available up until 1922. It was then replaced by a King
George V recess printed stamp, issued on 30th July, 1922, exactly
seven years after the issue of the original values. The colour was
light blue.

The last of the King George V definitives to be issued were the
1d. rose IJink, 2/- blue and 3/- mauve. The 1d. value was issued in
November, 1926, and showed the King in th~ uniform of a Field
Marshal. The 2/~ and 3/- values were issued in JUly, 1926, and the
uniform this time was that oC an Admiral of the Fleet. The plates
were prepared by Waterlow & Sons.
The series ran from 1915, until the introduction of the second
Pictorial definitives on 1st May, 1935. The set was finally
demonetised on 31st December, 1941.
GEORGE PHILLIPS
1898-1907 PICTORIALS -

4d. VALUE, DOUBLE CENTRE

This stamp was reported on page 11 of Volume XXV, No. 1 of the
'Kiwi', printed in bright blue and chestnut.
DR. K.J.McNAUGHT writes from New Zealand that he had a chance to
examine the stamp concerned. He confirms that it is printed on
unwatermarked paper, that the colours as described are correct,
and that the cancellation is dated 8th November, 1900. He also
points out that in Verne-Collins Catalogue of 1954, the colours
given are deep blue and bistre brown, and in Pims catalogue of
1961, the colours given are indigo and brown.
S. CROSS~RUDKIN writes as follows :I have four copies of this stamp - three of them on thick, no
wa~ermark paper, and all bright blue and chestnut, perf.
11. One
of these has part ofa Christchurch South R.P.O. c.d.s., but no
other points of interest arise.
The ~ourth copy is also without watermark, but is on the thinner~
horizontal mesh paper, perf.l1. There is a frame plate guide line
in the top left corner, between the horizontal frame lines. It is
cancelled with the AOROA c.d.s. dated 27 MR O?(possibly 05 or 06).
My guess is that it comes from the bottom row, based on a similar
guide line in Row 8, stamp 8, - but this is no more than a guess.
I am very grateful to both these members for taking the trouble
to write and give this additional information.
ALLAN P. BERRY
MILITARY CENSORSHIP IN THE MIDDLE EAST IN WORLD WAR 11
In the Forces Postal History Society Newsletters Numbers 132 and
133, (Vol. XIV, Nos. 2 and 3), Michael M. Sac her has attempted to
summarise and list Military Censor Marks used in the Middle East
in World War 11, from 1939 to 1945. Mr. Sacher is particularly
interested in Unit Censorship handstamps, Base Censorship handstamps, and Base Censorship labels.
For New Zealand Forces, Mr. Sacher shows the three
PASSED
line inscription illustrated here. This is the same as
the illustration number 122 shown on page 408 of
BY
Volume 111 of the Postage Stamps of New Zealand.
CENSOR Mr. Sacher is asking for details of the earliest known
use of this handstamp, and of the colours in which it was struck.
If any reader can help Mr. Bacher with this query, the information can be passed on to him through the Editor of 'Kiwi'.
ALLAN P. BERRY
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